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Abstract
Smoking behavior in patients with mental disorders is known as a risk factor and can affect one aspect of treatment and change in behavior. In addition, smoking will also stimulate psychiatric symptoms and more severe symptoms of recurrence. The objective is to determine the extent of the impact or influence of smoking behavior on mental disorder patients with a risk of violent behavior who have risky behavior tending to smoke in Bantur Health Center. The method used in this research is a case study approach using qualitative and quantitative descriptive research types. This study involved 3 respondents. Data collection is based on interviews, observation, and documentation according to the format of mental nursing care. The results of the study showed that respondents were able to perform nursing actions in generalist nurse therapy sessions 1-5. In the final stage of the study, the results showed that the three patients experienced changes in behavior by being able to practice and mention interventions in each session, but had not been able to reduce smoking behavior because the three patients had been active smokers since they were teenagers. The conclusion from this study is that smoking behavior is a risk factor for people with mental disorders, especially in behavior. Generalist nurses therapy sessions 1-5 for respondents with the risk of violent behavior resolved well, but not for smoking behavior because it takes longer and requires several processes and a stronger desire. It is hoped that future researchers can increase research time in the care process to approach the family in carrying out nursing care not only for the patient but also for the patient’s family.
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1. BACKGROUND
Mental disorders are disturbances in one’s thoughts, feelings, or behavior, that cause disruption of daily life functions (Guntur et al., 2022). The high number of mental disorders is caused by several things, such as social, economic, and political demands, where people are
required to be able to adapt, if individuals are unable to adapt, they will become depressed and experience mental disorders (Erawati et al., 2016).

The prevalence of mental disorders in the world, according to the WHO in 2013, was 450 million people with mental disorders. The distribution of the number of patients with severe mental disorders or schizophrenia in the working area of the Bantur Health Center in 2022, namely the village of Bantur, is 192 people, with more male patients with an average risky behavior tending to smoke (Guntur et al., 2022).

Smoking in schizophrenia has been known as a risk factor, besides that smoking also affects other aspects of schizophrenia treatment and changes in behavior in schizophrenics. Tobacco dependence in schizophrenics increases morbidity and mortality rates. Smoking in schizophrenia affects the treatment process so that it can interfere with reducing symptoms or changing behavior in people with schizophrenia. In addition, one of the harmful effects of smoking in people with schizophrenia is an increase in psychiatric symptoms and more severe relapse symptoms. This can happen because the nicotine contained in cigarettes can affect the production of dopamine in the brain (Priyanto & Permana, 2019).

Smoking is also associated with psychiatric disorders, especially in observational studies showing that tobacco smoking is much greater in schizophrenic and depressed patients. The harmful effects of smoking in patients with schizophrenia include high rates of cancer, cardiovascular, and respiratory diseases, as well as increased psychiatric symptoms and more severe relapses (Ayunita & Nuralita, 2018).

In patients with mental disorders at risk of violent behavior who have risky behaviors, smoking can affect several aspects, both in terms of behavior and treatment. This is in line with several studies, one of which is from (Kurniasih et al., 2017) which explains that smoking in people with mental disorders can affect behavior. Therefore, researchers conducted research in the form of a case study with the aim of knowing the extent of the impact or influence of smoking behavior on mental disorder patients with a risk of violent behavior who have risky behaviors and tend to smoke in the Working Area of the Bantur Health Center.

2. METHODS

The approach used in this research is a case study using qualitative and
quantitative descriptive research types. The case study, which is the subject of this research, is used to explore problems in mental patients with a risk of violent behavior who have risky behaviors that tend to smoke. This research was conducted in September 2022, with a location in the working area of Bantur Health Center, Malang Regency. The patient population in the Bantur Health Center Work Area in 2022 was 192 people, while the sample used in this study was 3 people with mental disorders with a diagnosis of risk of violent behavior who had risky behaviors, such as tending to smoke, with several inclusion and exclusion criteria. This study used several data collection methods, namely interview techniques, observation, and documentation studies. In addition, this study used data collection instruments in the format of psychiatric nursing according to applicable regulations.

3. RESULTS

Bantur Health Center is a Technical Implementation Unit for the Malang Regency Health Office, which is responsible for implementing health efforts in the working area of Bantur Health Center in Bantur District, Malang Regency.

The social culture of smoking behavior in the working area of the Bantur Health Center in Bantur District, Malang Regency, is a habit that is carried out by the community regardless of gender, both by men and by women. The habit of smoking is usually carried out in everyday life, especially when gathering or when there are events such as tahlilan, activities at the village hall, or other community activities. Smoking habits are also not only carried out by adults but also by adolescents, both early and late adolescents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client Identity</th>
<th>Client 1</th>
<th>Client 2</th>
<th>Client 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Mr. A</td>
<td>Mr. D</td>
<td>Mr. G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>31 Years</td>
<td>37 Years</td>
<td>32 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>Elementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>Not married yet</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Not married yet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age started smoking</td>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long for smoking</td>
<td>18 years</td>
<td>24 years</td>
<td>19 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>Not work</td>
<td>Not work</td>
<td>Not work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The study was conducted on three respondents who smoked for more than a year and were active smokers. The results of the research on each respondent obtained the following results:

At client 1, the client’s appearance is quite clean and tidy; the hair is short and neat; the nails are rather long and dirty; the client’s eye contact is quite sharp; the tone of speech is clear; the client’s voice intonation is loud; the posture is rather stiff; and when talking, the client always maintains eye contact with the opponent. The client says he started smoking a long time ago and in a day can spend >6 cigarettes/day, and it can be even more if the client has a lot on his mind. The client claims he can’t sleep or has trouble sleeping at night. Besides that, the client feels restless and wants to get angry—get mad if you don’t smoke. When the nurse conducts the assessment, it appears that the client always smokes and will roll every time the cigarette runs out.

On client 2, the client’s appearance is quite clean and somewhat neat, with short messy hair and rather long and somewhat dirty nails. The client’s eye contact is quite sharp, the client’s tone is clear, and the intonation of the client’s voice is not loud enough. When speaking, the client does not make eye contact with the other person. Based on interviews with clients and their families, the client started smoking when he was 17 years old. The client was invited to smoke by his friends without the knowledge of the client’s parents. Every day, the client can smoke 6-7 cigarettes per day. The client says he feels a headache and that his body feels weak if he doesn’t smoke.

On client 3, the client’s appearance is quite clean and somewhat neat, with short messy hair and rather long and rather dirty nails. The client’s eye contact is quite sharp, the client’s tone is clear, and the intonation of the client’s voice is not loud. When talking, the client does not make eye contact with the other person. Based on interviews with clients and their families, the client started smoking when he was 17 years old. The client was invited to smoke by his friends without the knowledge of the client’s parents. Every day, the client can smoke 6-7 cigarettes per day. The client says he feels a headache and that his body feels weak if he doesn’t smoke.

### Table 2. Predisposing Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predisposing Factors</th>
<th>1st Client</th>
<th>2nd Client</th>
<th>3rd Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you experienced mental disorders in the past?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous treatment?</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trauma?</td>
<td>Rejection</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members with mental disorders</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Based on the results of the patient’s assessment, there was no history of mental disorders either from the patient or from the patient’s family. The treatment of the three patients was all successful, but there were patients who had to be reminded to take medication. While other predisposing factors such as rejection and fear of loss.

### Table 3. The status of mental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental Status</th>
<th>1st Client</th>
<th>2nd Client</th>
<th>3rd Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>The client’s appearance is quite clean and tidy, hair is short and neat, nails are rather long and dirty.</td>
<td>The client’s appearance is quite clean but not neat, short messy hair, rather long and dirty nails</td>
<td>The client’s appearance looks untidy, the hair looks long and the clothes used look dirty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Activity</td>
<td>Restless and the client’s face looks flat</td>
<td>Lethargic and tense</td>
<td>Observation Results: The client looks calm and flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Feelings</td>
<td>Observation results: The client looks normal, does not look sad or overly happy</td>
<td>Hopeless</td>
<td>Hopeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction During Interview</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Hostility and lack of eye contact</td>
<td>Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory-perception</td>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td>No hallucinations</td>
<td>Hallucinations: Hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinations/illusions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind content</td>
<td>Depersonalization</td>
<td>Superstition: Religion</td>
<td>Depersonalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thought Process</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>Tangential Convoluted communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Results:</td>
<td>The client immediately stopped talking</td>
<td>Clients talking immediately stopped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Consciousness</td>
<td>Observation results: Clients speak well and correctly</td>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td>Confused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Observation results: Clients immediately stop talking and will return to talking when reprimanded</td>
<td>Observation results: Clients seem confused when asked by nurses, sometimes clients do not answer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. DISCUSSION

A mental disorder is a behavioral disorder caused by psychological pressure both from outside the individual and from within the individual (Kusumadewi et al., 2020). Likewise, research from (Alfianto et al., 2019) explains that there are deviant behavior disorders in people with mental disorders due to emotional distortions. Based on data obtained by researchers from the three patients with mental disorders, they often experience relapse if they are late taking or stopping medication, where relapse is a condition in which the
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Symptoms of mental disorders will appear in the patient, either the same or more severe, requiring treatment again.

According to (Bratha, Dewi Kasih et al., 2020), the relapse rate in patients with mental disorders is still relatively high and can be influenced by several factors. According to Keltner & Steele (2015), this study also stated that relapse in patients with mental disorders was caused by non-compliance with treatment, not taking medication regularly because they felt they had recovered or felt healthy, and was driven by very disturbing stressors. In the research (Febrianita et al., 2021), it is explained that there are two types of patients who are non-adherent to drugs: the first is international adherence, namely patients who stop taking medication or reduce drug doses without the knowledge of a doctor. The second is unintentional adherence, where this type depends on the patient’s cognitive abilities in taking medication, such as forgetting, and so on.

This research is in line with (Kusumadewi et al., 2020), who explains that individual factors, therapeutic factors, and environmental factors have links as factors that cause relapse in patients with mental disorders. Respondents from the study had a history of tantrums and violent behavior for a long time, whether it was slamming things or breaking things. This was because it was based on various triggers that occurred for the three respondents. In addition, patients also cannot control their emotions well, so they often have tantrums offset by smoking behavior.

Smoking behavior is one of the factors that affect patients with mental disorders and plays a role in their behavior. This is in line with research from (Kurniasih et al., 2017), which explains that smoking behavior in mental disorders has been known as a risk factor because it can affect treatment and behavior. Patients will be easily emotional and pose a risk of violent behavior. In addition, one of the harmful effects of smoking on people with mental disorders is an increase in psychiatric symptoms. This can happen because the nicotine contained in cigarettes can affect the production of dopamine in the brain.

According to (Priyanto & Permana, 2019), patients with a risk of violent behavior show several behavioral responses, such as: a) behavioral responses in the form of physically abusing other people. b) Social response in the form of verbal violence against other people c) Cognitive responses in the form of an inability to solve problems d) Physical
response in the form of increased respiratory rate, pulse, excessive sweating, sharp eyes, and a red face.

The three respondents who were taken by the researchers were ODGJ diagnosed with the risk of violent behavior, and from subjective data during interviews, the patient said that he often felt anxious, restless, and uneasy; this would disappear or be reduced by smoking. Besides that, objective data is also obtained in the form of loud voices, sharp views, stiff body postures, and a lack of eye contact. In addition, the three patients also had active smoking behaviors since they were teenagers. The data was obtained when conducting interviews with the three patients. The patient appeared to smoke, whether it was cigarettes he bought from the store or self-rolled cigarettes.

This is in line with research from (Hulu, 2018), which states that the risk of violent behavior is an angry response expressed by making threats or injuring oneself or others. The risk of violent behavior is an expression of anger and hostility in response to anxiety or unmet needs.

Nursing interventions for three clients were carried out using generalist nurse therapy from sessions 1–5 (Wandira et al., 2022). Interventions that have been developed to deal with violent behavior consist of generalist and specialist nursing actions. The generalist nursing actions that are carried out are that the client is taught and trained to recognize and control violent behavior physically, verbally, socially, spiritually, and obediently taking medication, while the family is also taught how to recognize violent behavior experienced by clients and how to control behavior.

The researcher carried out the implementation of nursing for the three patients according to the nursing action plan that had been prepared, namely from SP 1–5, where the implementation carried out by the researcher showed no significant obstacles and the patient was able to carry out and follow the directions from the researcher quite well. The results of a study conducted on three patients showed that the most effective measures for controlling violent behavior were deep breathing and hitting pillows. This is because the patient can channel the anxiety and emotions felt by the patient more safely and comfortably.

This research is in line with research (Annisa, 2021), which quotes from Videback, 2009, and Eka Santoso’s 2019 research, where in this study it was explained that actions to reduce the risk of violent behavior in mental disorders with
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pillow hitting and deep breathing techniques can control anger so as to restore disturbance behavior (maladaptive) to adaptive behavior (able to adjust). Likewise, deep breathing techniques are used as a way to deal with violent behavior problems, one of which is using deep breathing relaxation techniques. Breath relaxation techniques can regulate emotions and maintain emotional balance so that angry emotions are not excessive.

The results of the implementation carried out for several days by the researchers, the results were in the successful category, namely that the client was able to build a trusting relationship. During the meeting, the patient was also able to understand and recognize signs of anger, which include feeling irritated, having red eyes, speaking harshly, and clenching hands and eyes, glared. Patients are able to independently sort out adaptive ways of expressing anger, namely according to the circumstances of the surrounding environment, without hurting themselves or others, by means of deep breathing techniques, hitting pillows or mattresses, and taking the medication regularly.

The implementation carried out on the three patients could not control the patient’s smoking behavior because, based on the results of interviews with all three of them, who had been active smokers since they were teenagers, this was rather difficult to change and also required a longer time. This is in accordance with research from (Hendriani et al., 2012) which explains that the process of getting someone to quit smoking takes longer with effort and a strong desire.

5. CONCLUSION

The study found that all three patients with mental disorders tended to experience a relapse if they dropped out of treatment or were late to take medication, coupled with smoking behavior that could not be controlled in all patients, showing symptoms such as sharp eyesight, red eyes, a flat face, and high intonation of voice. The implementation carried out is that SPI–SP5 are taught and trained to recognize and control violent behavior physically, verbally, socially, and spiritually, and to adhere to taking medication.

From the results of the client’s nursing care carried out for several days by the researcher, the results were in the successful category, such as the client being able to build a trusting relationship within five days of meeting. However, the three patients had not been able to control
their smoking behavior. This was seen in every meeting for five days; the patient continued to smoke uncontrollably even though he was interviewing the researcher. And Generalists therapy sessions 1-5 for respondents with the risk of violent behavior resolved well, but not for smoking behavior because it takes longer and requires several processes and a stronger desire.
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